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0. Introduction 
We observe that the classical Yosida Representation Theorem admits the follow- 
ing localic interpretation: every archimedean I-group with weak unit is isomorphic 
to an I-group of continuous real-valued functions on a regular Lindelof locale. 
Thus, localically, it is not necessary to use extended-real-valued functions, a 
cumbersome feature of the classical representation. The functoriality of the classical 
theorem survives and restricts to an equivalence between the category of weak-unital 
archimedean I-groups closed under countable composition and the category of 
regular Lindelof locales. The main point of this paper is the use of these facts to 
characterize epicompleteness in the category of weak-unital archimedean I-groups 
and to show that every such I-group has an epicompletion, indeed, epicompleteness 
is monoreflective. Interestingly, in contrast to other known canonical extensions of 
I-groups, the epicompletion often fails to be an essential extension. 
The following historical remarks are intended to put our results into perspective 
and to acknowledge related work of others. Several kinds of canonical extensions 
of f-groups (e.g. Dedekind-MacNeille completion, lateral completion, essential 
closure, divisible hull, vector-lattice hull, f-ring hull) had been studied by the early 
1970’s. The paper [6] of Conrad collects and organizes this material (and also con- 
tains original results) and shows clearly the state of knowledge on this subject at that 
time. It was observed by Hager that many of these extensions were actually 
epireflections and starting in the late 1970’s he began looking for ways to classify 
the epireflections of archimedean I-groups. This is done for certain kinds of 
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epireflections in the pair of papers [8] and [9], but the project was hampered by the 
lack of any characterization of the epimorphisms in the category of archimedean I- 
groups. Up to this point, all the extensions which had been studied were essential 
and, concerning archimedean l-groups, it seems to have been a common assumption 
that “everything of interest happens inside the essential closure”. A thorough treat- 
ment of the notion of essential closure may be found in [5]. 
In 1984, Ball and Hager found a useful criterion for epimorphism. Using this, 
they were able to give examples of non-essential epimorphisms. This work of Ball 
and Hager was known to us when we observed the main result of the present paper 
in the summer of 1985. We communicated the result to Ball and Hager, who con- 
fiied it by different methods. Their forthcoming papers [2] and [3] contain much 
additional information about the epicompletion. Anderson and Conrad have ob- 
tained in [l] full results on epicompleteness in the category of all abelian I-groups, 
but the situation there is quite different from that in archimedean I-groups. For 
more on this see the discussion in [2]. 
In honoring Professor Banaschewski, we hasten to add that he has been a major 
contributor both to the study of locales and to the study of a-frames, concepts upon 
which the present work is clearly dependent in a fundamental way. While most of 
his work on a-frames remains at this time unpublished, it is known to us through 
publications of others (e.g., [7]) and by way of propitious vibrations emanating 
from Hamilton, Ontario. Both authors express deep appreciation for Professor 
Banaschewski’s work in these (and other) parts of mathematics as well as for his 
personal warmth and kindness. 
1. Notation and conventions 
We denote by ?W the category of archimedean f-groups with weak unit and unit- 
preserving morphisms. The full subcategory whose objects are closed under coun- 
table composition (see [lo] or [9]) is denoted Wm. 
A good self-contained treatment of the classical Yosida theorem may be found 
in [ll]. If A is an object of SV, the Yosida space of A, denoted Y(A), is the space 
of I-ideals of A maximal with respect to missing the weak unit of A. This is always 
assumed to carry the hull-kernel topology, in which it is compact and Hausdorff. 
The Yosida representation of A is an I-group embedding a ++ ri of A into the partial 
I-group D(Y(A)) whose elements are the R U { f m}-valued continuous functions on 
Y(A) with dense domains of reality. If @ : A -+ B is a morphism of ?W, there is an 
induced continuous map Y(G) : Y(B) -+ Y(A) satisfying @(a)* = ri 0 Y(Q). 
For basic information about locales, we refer the reader to the book [ 131. We 
assume the reader is comfortable with localic products and with intersections and 
foreward and inverse images of sublocales. Given a (sober) topological space, we 
often treat it as an object of the category of locales without distinction in notation. 
We use the axiom of choice whenever convenient without comment, though in [15] 
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we will point out some ways in which our arguments may be made more constructive. 
If X is a locale, we let C(X) denote the set of locale morphisms from X to R, the 
real numbers. Since R is locally compact, the topological product of o or fewer 
copies of R may be identified with the localic product. Therefore, any topological 
operation of arity up to and including w on R induces a corresponding operation 
on C(X). This theme is pursued in [9]. For example, ifJ; g E C(X), thenf+ g E C(X) 
is defined to be a 0 (f, g), where a : R x R -+ IR is addition. In this way, we view C as 
a functor from the category of locales to Wm. 
2. Localic Yosida 
Let A be an object of ?&+. We define the Yosida locale of A, which we denote L(A), 
to be the localic intersection n, {fin(i) ( a E A}, where fin(ci) = {m E Y(A) 1 c?(m) E 
I?}. If @ : A + B is a morphism of w, it is easy to check that for each a E A, 
Y(@)(fin(@(a))) c fin@). Hence Y(@)(L(B)) c L(A). Let L(G): L(B) --f L(A) be ob- 
tained from Y(@) by restricting domain and codomain. In this way, we get a functor 
L from ?V to the category of locales. 
In fact, L(A) is regular Lindelof, since it is an intersection of cozero sublocales 
of the compact Hausdorff space Y(A), see [17]. Note that L(C(X)) =nX, the 
(localic) regular Lindelof reflection of X. This is immediate from the construction 
of Gf given in [17]. 
Since L(A) is dense in Y(A), the Yosida representation induces an embedding 
A -+ C(L(A)), denoted a H d, where d is the restriction of 6 to L(A). This embedding 
will be called the localic Yosida representation of A, and the image will be denoted A. 
The lemma below is due to Isbell [ 121. Since we had difficulty following the proof 
sketched in [ 121, we felt some readers might find it useful to have more detail, so 
we have included a proof. 
2.1. Lemma (Isbell [12]). Zf A is un object of f-4+_, then A =C(L(A)). 
Proof. Suppose A is an object of %& and f~ C(L(A)). We show that JEA. By 
regularity, L(A) is a closed sublocale of the localic product P = fl, {fin(&) 1 a E A). 
Now Pis Lindelof, so the (localic) Tietze extension theorem gives 3: P -+ IR with J= f 
on L(A). By [17, 5.11, there is a collection {aj( i= 1,2,. ..} CA such that 3 factors 
through the projection P + fl, ( fin(zi) 1 i = 1,2, . ..). This shows that f may be ex- 
tended to a realvalued function defined on 0 { fin(ci,) 1 i = 1,2,. . .} c Y(A). That 
f E A is now immediate from the proof of Proposition 2.4 of [lo], in which the 
hypothesis that A is in w. is used. Cl 
It is immediate from the above lemma that the functor C 0 L is idempotent and 
in fact it is quite easy to show that it is naturally equivalent to the already known 
epireflection from w on Wm. More details about this functor may be found in [9]. 
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For our purposes, the most important thing to note is the following, which is im- 
mediate from the preceding and will serve as a bridge from wm to the category of 
regular a-frames, discussed in the next section: 
2.2. Proposition. The functors C and L give a dual equivalence between the 
category of regular Lindeliif locales and Wm. 0 
3. Regular o-frames and W, 
We begin this section by recalling some facts about regular o-frames. These were 
first described as ‘perfectly normal o-frames’ by Charalambous [4]. They were also 
studied by G. Reynolds [18] under the name ‘Alexandroff algebras’. The equi- 
valence of these three concepts was observed by Banaschewski and Gilmour (see 
[7]). Other references are [ 13, 17, 191. 
A a-frame S is a lattice (with 0 and 1) which has all countable suprema and 
satisfies the distributive law that a A VB = V {a A b 1 b E B) for all a E S and coun- 
table B c s. The o-frame S is called regular if every element of S is a countable 
supremum of elements well inside it (see [7]). A morphism of o-frames is a lattice 
map which also preserves countable suprema. 
If F is a frame, coz(F) denotes the regular a-frame of cozero elements of F. If 
S is a o-frame, then a-Idl(S) denotes the frame of a-ideals of S. Both coz and a-Id1 
are covariant functors, and it is known that they give an equivalence between the 
category of regular Lindelof frames (the opposite of the category of regular 
Lindelof locales) and the category of regular o-frames, see [ 171 and [ 181. Combining 
these facts with Proposition 2.2, we get 
3.1. Proposition. The category 9& is equivalent to the category of regular O- 
frames. 0 
The part of the equivalence in 3.1 going from regular o-frames to ?Vm is given by 
the composite Coop 0 a-Id]. By adjointness of coz and a-Idl, this is naturally 
equivalent to Hom,.f,m (coz R, -), where coz IR denotes the a-frame of cozero sets 
of m. It is more difficult to describe directly the other part of the equivalence, 
coz 0 op 0 L. A theorem of the form: “coz 0 op 0 L(A) is isomorphic to the a-frame 
freely generated by the symbols {(al / a E A) subject to certain relations involving 
uniform convergence in A” will appear in the paper [ 151. 
Proposition 3.1 allows us to transfer problems about epimorphisms in w to the 
category of regular a-frames, in which epimorphisms are fairly well understood. We 
address this issue now. A o-frame is called boolean if every element has a comple- 
ment. It is clear that a boolean a-frame is regular, and the full subcategory of 
regular o-frames whose objects are boolean coincides with the equational category 
of a-complete boolean algebras. It is routine to show that boolean o-frames is a 
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reflective subcategory of regular a-frames (see [ 18]), and we denote the reflection 
functor by the letter B. We caution the reader that a false claim about B is made 
in [18], namely that if S is the o-frame of cozero sets of a topological space X, then 
B(S) is isomorphic to the boolean a-frame of Bait-e sets of X via the canonical mor- 
phism. This is true when X is compact and Hausdorff (see Section 5, below), but 
may fail otherwise. The ‘proof’ in [ 181 contains an obvious gap and letting X be the 
space of rational numbers is an example in which the canonical morphism is not an 
isomorphism, see 5.3. 
3.2. Proposition. For any regular a-frame S, the reflection morphism S -+ B(S) is 
injective. The category of boolean o-frames is the smallest monoreflective sub- 
category of the category of regular o-frames. 
Proof. For the first part, it suffices to show that every a-frame admits an embed- 
ding into a boolean a-frame, but this is true since the map S--f a-Id](S) is an embed- 
ding which preserves finite infs and countable sups and by [13, p. 531, a-Idl(S) is 
a subframe of a complete boolean algebra. For the second part, assume that ,D is 
a monoreflection in regular a-frames and that B is a boolean a-frame. Since any 
monoreflection is an epireflection, the reflection morphisms r: B -+,D@) and 
s : ,u(B) + B(,D(B)) are both manic and epic in regular o-frames. Therefore so r is 
both manic and epic in boolean a-frames. Now in boolean o-frames, manic means 
injective and, by the theorem of Lagrange [ 141, epic means surjective. It follows that 
r is an isomorphism, for we know that s is injective. 0 
3.3. Corollary. A morphism @ of regular a-frames is an epimorphism if and only 
if B(Q) is surjective. 
Proof. This follows routinely from 3.2 and the theorem of Lagrange. 0 
4. Epicompleteness in 9V 
Proposition 3.2 applies immediately to the category 96. Let 9&a be the full sub- 
category of G%+ whose objects are those I-groups isomorphic to Horn,_ frm (coz fR, B) 
for some boolean a-frame B. By 3.2, 9& is the smallest monoreflective subcategory 
of wm, and since 9&, is monoreflective in !ZV, we have the next proposition. Note 
that in 9@, manic means injective. 
4.1. Proposition. WB is the smallest monoreflective subcategory of W 0 
If A is an object of w, its GVB reflection will be denoted e, : A -+ E(A). Our 
choice of the letter E to denote the functor from 9k to ?J& is explained by the 
following. An object X of a concrete category is said to be epicomplete in that 
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category if every morphism with domain X which is injective and epic is an isomor- 
phism. We can now state: 
4.2. Proposition. An object A of 96 is epicomplete in W if and only if A is an ob- 
ject of 9&. 
Proof. If A is epicomplete, then the reflection morphism eA , being both injective 
and epic, is an isomorphism. On the other hand, if A is an object of ?WB and 
@ : A + B is both injective and epic in ?N, then eB 0 0 : A -+ E(B) is also both injec- 
tive and epic. From 3.3 and our description of the equivalence between regular U- 
frames and 9&, it follows that es 0 @ is an isomorphism and from this one can con- 
clude that 4 is an isomorphism. Cl 
An injective epimorphism with epicomplete codomain is called an epicompletion. 
By 4.1 and 4.2, the epicompletions of an object A of ?N correspond to those quo- 
tients n : E(A) -+ Q such that rc 0 eA is injective. This is examined in detail in [3]. 
The next proposition, and last in this section, gives a characterization of epimor- 
phisms in ?N. This is quite different from the characterization presented by Ball and 
Hager, mentioned in our introduction, but is strong enough to deduce the important 
fact that ?V is co-well-powered, which was unknown prior to Ball and Hager’s 
work. From Corollary 3.3, we get immediately 
4.3. Proposition. A morphism @ of W is an epitnorphistn in W if and only if 
B 0 coz Q op 0 L(G) is surjective. 0 
5. Topological interpretation of the functor B 
We use the localic version of the Stone-Tech compactification to produce an 
alternate description of the boolean reflection of a regular a-frame. We intend this 
primarily as a step toward unifying our approach to the epicompletion with that of 
Ball and Hager [2, 31. The Loomis-Sikorski theorem on representing a-complete 
boolean algebras (i.e, boolean o-frames) plays an important role, and the correct 
way to use this theorem was pointed out to us by Hager. Indeed, the pivotal Pro- 
position 5.1 is just a translation into the language of o-frames of a theorem appear- 
ing in [3]. We wish to thank Ball and Hager for allowing us to include this. 
In this section, we will regard coz as a contravariant functor from locales to G- 
frames in the obvious way. If S is a regular o-frame, M(S) will denote the space of 
all maximal ideals of S with the hull-kernel topology. Thus, if S = co&Y) for some 
locale X, M(S) may be identified with the Stone-Tech compactification p(X), see 
[ 13, p. 135-81. If S is boolean, then M(S) is just the Stone space of S, with S being 
viewed as a plain boolean algebra. Any morphism Q, : S --f T of regular a-frames in- 
duces a continuous map M(o): M(T) -+ M(S), and one verifies easily that M is a 
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contravariant functor from regular a-frames to compact Hausdorff spaces. For 
each regular o-frame S, there is a canonical o-frame surjection qs: coz(M(S)) + S 
defined by means of the inclusion of the sublocale corresponding to a-Idl(S) in the 
locale M(S) = /?(a-Idl(S)). 
Let X be a topological space and P(X) the set of subsets of X. The a-frame of 
Bait-e sets of X, denoted ha(X), is the smallest sub-a-frame of P(X) containing 
coz(X) and closed under complementation. If f : X-t Y is a continuous map, there 
is an induced a-frame morphism ha(f) : ha(Y) + ha(X) defined by setting ha(f)(u) = 
f-‘(u). Thus, ba is a contravariant functor. Note that the embedding coz(X) -+ 
ha(X) is a a-frame epimorphism. 
The Loomis-Sikorski theorem (see [20, p. 1171) may be interpreted as the asser- 
tion that for any boolean o-frame B, the morphism qE: coz(M(B)) + B extends 
(uniquely, of course) to a a-frame morphism QB: ba(M(B)) + B. We use this in the 
proof of: 
5.1. Proposition. Let S be a regular a-frame. The boolean reflection B(S) is 
naturally isomorphic to ba(M(S))/-, where - is the a-frame congruence on 
ba(M(S)) generated by the kernel of qs. 
Proof. Essentially the same argument is used in [3], but it is carried out in a dif- 
ferent category. For convenience, put P= ba(M(S))/-. Note first that P is boolean 
and second that P occurs in the following pushout diagram in the category of cr- 
frames: 






Let B be any boolean o-frame and let C#J : s + B be any o-frame morphism. One 
checks that @ 0 qs = qB 0 coz(M(@)) = qB 0 ba(M(@)) 0 I. By the universal mapping pro- 
perty of the pushout, there is 6: P + B such that 60 a = @. Since cz is epic, 6 is the 
only morphism composing with a to give @. This shows that P has the same univer- 
sal mapping property as B(S). 0 
5.2. Corollary. Zf X is a compact Hausdorff space, B(coz(X)) = ha(X). 0 
5.3. Example. Let Q be the space of rational numbers and let r : coz(Q) -+ B(coz(Q)) 
be the boolean a-frame reflection. Let I : coz(Q) + ha(Q) be the obvious embedding. 
There is a unique 4: B(coz(Q)) -+ ha(Q) such that ~=@or, but C#J is not an isomor- 
phism. For each q E Q, let uq = Q \ {q}, and let z = V { 1 r(uq) / q E Qj E B(coz(Q)). 
Then @(z)=u{Q\u,1q~Q)=Q. We claim z#l. By [16], or an appropriate 
modification of [13,11.2.6], B(coz(Q)) contains all countably generated a-frame 
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congruences on coz(Q) as a sub-a-frame, with ID corresponding to the con- 
gruence generated by identifying uq with 1. Hence, the congruence corresponding 
to z is contained in cdns(coz(Q)) (see Section 6) so z # 1, 
Corollary 5.2 can be used to produce a nice description (due to Ball and Hager) 
of E(C(X)) when X is compact, see Proposition 5.5 below. If X and Y are 
topological spaces, a function f : X -+ Y is called Baire measurable if f-‘(u) is a 
Baire set in X whenever u is a Baire set in Y-equivalently, if f-‘(u) is a Baire set 
in X whenever u is a cozero set in Y. 
5.4. Lemma. Let X be any topological space. There is a natural isomorphism bet- 
ween Horn,+,,, (coz IR, ha(X)) and the l-group of all Baire-measurable functions 
from X to IR. 
Proof. The existence of a natural bijection can be deduced easily from the proposi- 
tions of 17, Section 31. It is possible to produce the bijection without referring to 171, 
however, and as this is the most illuminating point in the proof, we shall do this. 
If f : X + R is Baire measurable, then clearly the map u -f--‘(u) is in I-Iom,_f,m (coz il?, 
ha(X)). Suppose @ E Hom,_frm (coz R,ba(X)). For XEX, let J,=(u~tozlR]x$ 
#(u)f . This is a prime o-ideal of coz %?, so UJx is the compliment of a point, call 
it r#~ *(x). (We have used the realcompactness of IR.) In this way, define a function 
#*:X-+ IR. We claim that (4 *)-l(u) = @i(u) for all u ECOZ R. Observe that uJ,= 
u(ui, for some countable subset (ui> c J,. Thus uJxe J, and accordingly Q,*(X) $ 
u e, u EJ, es xe ~(~), which establishes the claim. It is clear that # * is Baire 
measurable and that (f-‘)*=f, showing that ( )* and ( )-’ give a bijection between 
the appropriate sets. 
We omit the tedious verification that this bijection preserves the canonical I-group 
structures. 0 
5.5. Proposition (Ball and Hager). ZfX is a cornpacf ~a~sdor~~space, E(C(X)) is 
iso~norphic to the I-group of all Baire measurable functions from X to IR. El 
6. When is the epicompletion an essential extension? 
Recall that a monomorphism e (in a specified category) is called essential if # is 
manic whenever @I 0 e is manic, @ being any morphism (in the category). We seek 
a characterization of those objects A of G?+ with the property that the epicompletion 
e, : A + E(A) is essential. Our first lemma shows that we lose nothing in passing to 
the analogous question in the category of regular a-frames. We maintain the con- 
vention, begun in Section 5, of regarding coz as a contravariant functor from locales 
to o-frames. 
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6.1. Lemma. A monomorphism e of W is essential if and only if coz 0 L(e) is essen- 
tial in the category of regular a-frames. 
Proof. If A is any object of %+, the canonical embedding A + C(L(A)) is essential, 
[9]. From this, it follows routinely that a morphism e of C% is essential if and only 
if C&(e)) is essential in c&,, . The lemma is then immediate from 3.1. 0 
It is important o note that a monomorphism of regular a-frames need not be in- 
jective. A complete discussion of this topic will be found in [ 161; we quote what we 
need. If S is any a-frame, define 
Then cdns(S) is a a-frame congruence on S, and a morphism @ : S -+ S’ of regular 
a-frames is manic (in regular a-frames) if and only if cdns(S) > ker(@) = 
((s, t) ( G(S) = @(t)}. If cdns(S) = {(s, s) ( s E S}, we say S is reduced. Any boolean o- 
frame is reduced, and it is also true that S/cdns(S) is reduced. If X is a Lindelof 
locale and S=coz(X), then S/cdns(S)scoz(Y), where Y is the smallest dense 
Lindelof sublocale of X, see [ 171. 
For any regular a-frame S, let r,Y : S --t B(S) denote the boolean o-frame reflection. 
6.2. Proposition. If r, is essential, then S is reduced. 
Proof. Let T=S/cdns(S) and let 71: S--t T be the quotient map. Then r,o n = 
B(n) 0 r, is manic, and if r, is essential, B(x) is manic. Since B(S) is reduced, B(n) 
is injective. From this it follows that n is injective, i.e. S is reduced. 0 
We have not been able to determine whether the converse of 6.2 is true. In this 
direction, the best result we have is 
6.3. Proposition. Suppose S=coz(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X. If S 
is reduced (equivalently, X has no dense cozero sets, e.g., X= p N \ N) then rs is 
essential. 
Proof. By 5.2, we may identify rs with the embedding of coz(X) in ha(X). Since 
coz(X) and ha(X) are both reduced, in order to show rs essential it suffices to 
show that any non-trivial a-frame congruence on ha(X) has non-trivial restriction 
to coz(X). But this follows from the fact that every proper Bait-e set in Xis contain- 
ed in a proper cozero set, a fact which can be verified as follows: Let X, denote the 
underlying set of X equipped with the coarsest opology in which every cozero set 
in X is clopen. The zero sets of X containing p E X form a neighborhood base at 
p for the topology of X,. One checks that countable unions of clopen subsets of 
X8 are clopen, and this implies that every Bait-e set of X is clopen in X,. If u c X 
is a Bait-e set and p $ u, there is a zero set containing p and missing u. 0 
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